Suppression of the low spatial frequency effects of scattered radiation in digital radiography.
One of the deleterious effects of scattered radiation in the digital radiograph is to add a slowly varying background to the image. This can reduce the ability of the observer to discern low contrast signals if the background gradient over a signal feature prevents the use of a small enough display window to make the signal visible. This paper presents an image processing scheme for suppressing the low spatial frequency effects of scattered radiation in digital radiography and demonstrates it on a range of clinical and phantom images. The approach relies on the approximate separation of high atomic number bony features from the low atomic number soft tissue background, and the use of forward convolution with a scatter kernel to produce an estimate of the scatter distribution arising from the soft tissue background. This is then scaled by an estimate of the soft tissue scatter fraction and subtracted from the original image to produce the final scatter-suppressed image. The implementation employs many approximations in order to make use of information that is readily available in the image headers of current x-ray imaging systems. The performance of the image processing scheme is demonstrated on phantom and clinical images. It is argued that clinical application of the approach could employ a user-controlled scatter subtraction step that would reduce any risk of misinterpretation of the processed image.